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Overview
The Lucy Mentoring Program connects women studying
engineering or technology at UTS to industry professionals
for one-on-one mentoring.
The program empowers women to set goals and work towards
achieving them with the support of a mentor, preparing
students for a successful career in engineering or technology.
This mentoring opportunity is open to all women, including
cis- and trans-women, studying undergraduate degrees 2nd
year and above or Masters by Coursework.

Structure
20 hours 1 on 1 mentoring
Launch

Mentor
training

The program is
expected to attract over
100 students in 2020.
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History
and growth
Lucy Mentoring, an
initiative of the NSW
Government, began in
2005 at UTS and has
been delivered every
year by Women in
Engineering and IT.
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Value of mentoring

Gender equity
–– Increased retention of
women in STEM careers
–– Increased diversity in the
workforce > Innovation
and benefits

Giving back
–– Mentors report a sense of
purpose from giving back

“My mentee assisted
me with my challenges
to grow the female
workforce in my
organisation and I
believe I’m better placed
to foster and support
female engineers.”
Mentor, 2019

Leadership development
–– Mentors gain tools and techniques for effective
mentoring and insight into perspectives from
younger employees and women

Employee
Engagement
“I learnt what it means to
be a mentor and how to
bring the best out of a
mentee. I found helping a
mentee work towards
their goals very rewarding
and I really got insight
into the challenges they
face entering the
engineering workforce.”

–– Promotes workplace
conversations and action
on diversity and inclusion

Talent pool
–– Provides networking
opportunities with
highly motivated and
talented women
–– Improves reputation as
an employer of choice

Mentor, 2019
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Key outcomes 2019
After the program

88%

After the program

86%

of mentors thought
that their mentee’s
self-awareness
had increased

83%

of mentors thought that
their mentee was more
motivated to pursue a career
in engineering or IT after
completing the program

“Through my mentor’s
insight on structural
design in electricity
transmission, I have
gained a new perspective
of civil engineering and
am motivated to go
on a civil design work
placement.”
Student, 2019
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of students could
identify female role
models in their field,
compared to 27%
before the program.

“This program has helped
me find which aspect of
software engineering I
want to focus on, which is
AI and Machine Learning.”
Student, 2019

Percentage of participants who were aware

Awareness
100%

88%

85%

88%

83%

75%

50%

27%
25%

25%

Job opportunities

25%

Different roles

Skills required

20%

What employers
look for

Post-program

Pre-program

Confidence
“The Lucy Mentoring Program has made me more confident in my
abilities, and has allowed me to further develop myself within a
professional environment. The mentors and other mentees have
been wonderful. It’s encouraging to see and know that women
in Engineering and IT are supporting each other.”
Student, 2019

Percentage of participants who
were confident

100%

88%

85%
77%

75%

85%

80%
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40%
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27%

Approaching
employers

23%

27%

22%

Developing
professional networks

Communicating
with professionals

Pre-program

Making career
decisions

Identifying
skills/strengths

Post-program
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Success stories
27 students in the 2018 and 2019 Lucy Mentoring
Program cohorts were employed or offered further work
experience by their mentor’s organisation. This is despite
no expectation on mentors to offer these opportunities.

2018 Lucy
Mentoring participant

2017 Lucy
Mentoring participant

–– Completed work experience at
mentor’s company
–– Received help with interview skills

–– Completed Lucy Mentoring
Program in 2017 with mentor
from PwC

–– Successfully received a summer
internship

–– Currently a Data Analytics
Graduate at Commonwealth Bank

–– Will continue with a part-time role
while studying

–– Attributes receiving role to her
mentoring experience

–– Interested in the graduate program

“My mentee’s awareness
of the industry and her
place in the industry grew
greatly. I managed to offer
her a paid role part time
within my department and
she works 2 to 3 days a
week. She has benefited
from the hands-on work
and the computer systems
exposure in this role.”
Mentor, 2019

Longitudinal
research
The program has provided
mentoring for women in
engineering and IT for 15 years.
A research project is underway
to evaluate the impact of the
Lucy Mentoring Program at
UTS. The project involves
interviewing past mentors and
program alumni to understand
how the program has shaped
their career.
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Partnerships

2021 Lucy partnership

More information

Support: $5.500
– Sponsor 5 students to join the
program as mentees
– Contribute up to 5 mentors
(optional)
– Host a professional
development workshop at your
organisation’s location

2021 Lucy Event
Partnership
Support: Host the launch or
graduation event (200 people)

– Partnership funds will
contribute to program and
event coordination,
professional development
workshops for students and
impact evaluation
– Partners will be recognised
on the UTS website and
program materials

– Brand and venue exposure
with students and industry
– Contribute up to 5 mentors
(optional)

We love out of the
box thinking, so chat
to us about tailoring
opportunities to
meet your
organisation's goals!
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uts.edu.au/lucy-mentoring

Timeline
Student recruitment
Industry partnership opens for 2021
Organisations recruit mentors
Dates established for events
Students
screened
via
video
interviews
Mentors
paired
with
students and mentor training (optional)
Launch event
Goal setting workshops for students
Professional development workshops
Mid-program networking event
Professional development workshops
Graduation event

Contact
Lauren Black
Program Coordinator,
Women in Engineering and IT
University of Technology Sydney
lauren.black@uts.edu.au
Tel: (+61 2) 9514 2602
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